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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of using flow-level data for detection of botnet command and control (C&C)
activity in the broader context of packet-flow classification (which we will summarize). We find that current approaches do not consider timing-based calibration of the C&C traffic traces prior to using this
traffic to salt a background traffic trace. Thus, timing-based features of the C&C traffic may be artificially distinctive, potentially leading to (unrealistically) optimistic flow classification results. We first observe that round-trip times (RTT) of the C&C traffic are significantly smaller than that of the background traffic. So, the timing-based features of the "replayed" botnet traffic are calibrated by estimating
eligible RTT samples from the background traffic. We then salt C&C traffic, and design flow classifiers
under four scenarios: with and without calibrating timing-based fea- tures of C&C traffic, without using
timing-based fea- tures, and calibrating C&C traffic only in the test set. Results are given for several
supervised classifiers, evaluating botnet C&C traffic classification precision, recall, and overall classification accuracy. Our experiments reveal to what extent the presence of timing artifacts in botnet traces
leads to changes in classifier results. Under the flow feature-set we employed, Zeus C&C activity on
port 80 was poorly separated from background web traffic.
This motivated more recent work on domain adaption and anomaly detection which we will also summarize.
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